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Note : Solve either A or B in each question.

l. (A) (a) Obtain the probabitity function and

characteristic function of multinormal
distdbution.

(t) If X (with P components) is distibuted
according to N (p, D. Show that

Y= CX , where C is a non - singular

marix, is distributed according to

N(cp,ctc'). (8+8)

(B) (i) Define negative multinomial distribution.

Obtain its p. m. f.

(ii) Obtain distribution pf .sample mean

vertor in case of multivariate normal

distribution. (8+E)
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2. (A) (a) Explain the use of sample generalized
variance in case of testing.

(b) Show that Wishart distribution is a multi-
varidte generalization of chi - square

distribution.. (8+8)

4. (A) (a) Define Andenon's classification statistic.

Explain its role in discriminatory anal-
ysis.

O) State and explain any two tests associated

with discriminant fuactions, [8+81

OR

(B) (D Dehne discrirninant function. Explain the
procedure of allocation of an observadon

to one of tlrc two groups using Fisher's

discriminant firnction.

(ii) What is meant by misclassification ?

Describe different kinds of misclassi-
fications. How wilt you estniate probabi
lities of misclassification ? [8+8]

5. (A) Define calonical corelation and canonical
variables. Explain the method of obtaining
population canonical variables.

OR

(B) Define principal components. Describe the
procedure of obtaining principal components.

How is it a data reduction technique ? 16

OR

(B) (i) State and prove any two properties of
Wishart distribution.

(ii) Show that m. g. I of Wishart distribution
is (1- kD-n/z, where symbols have

their usual meaning. (8+8)

3. (A) (a) Define. Hotelling's T2 statistic. How
Hotellhg's T2 distribution is related to
t - distribution ?

(b) What is Mahatanobis D2 statistic ?

. Discuss any one use of it. [ 8 + 8 ]

OR

(B) (i) Define Mahalanobis distance between two
p- variate normal populations

Np (tr,I ) and Np (tt2,f ). Srate irs
rclati;nship with Hotelling's T2.

(ii) Derive null distribution of Hotelling's
f. (6+10)
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